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ANOTHER BLOW AT THE U-BOAT INDUSTRY

LARGE FIRES AT HAMBURG

Hamburg was heavily bombed last night and though there was much cloud about,

Halifaxes, Stirlings, Wellingtons, and Ha mpdens got to the great dockyard

shipbuilding area along the Elbe and left great fires glowing through the cloud»

The attack was yet .another of many recently made by Bomber Command in order

to impair Germany's power at sea.

Once the greatest seaport in Germany, Hamburg has since the war lost all its

trade; only submarines and occasional coastal shipping now leave or enter its

harbours.

Instead, the war industries of Hamburg work day and night, and though these

include factories for the manufacture of aircraft components, seaplane works and

oil refineries, the shipbuilding yards are the city’s chief contribution to the

German war machine.

On the Elbe, within a mile or two of each other, are three big yards which

build warships of all kinds but particularly submarines.

These are the Blohm and Voss, the Deutsche-Weyft, and the Vulkan yards.

In the first of these, 25 subnarines may be under construction at a tine,
and in the second, ten.

There is no doubt that the damage done to the main Diesel engine sheds in

the M.A.N. factory at Augsburg will have interrupted production, for the

Hamburg yards got a large number of their submarine Diesel engines from this

factory.

But last night, as a pilot said,”we had a whack at the other end of the

U-boat industry.

All crews reported an oxtrendy heavy flak barrage coming up through
the clouds, while above the clouds night fighters kept constant patrol in the

moonlight.

Sometimes they got caught in the searchlights -.and had to signal desperately
to get the guns to cease fire.

A Wellington shot down a Me.110 and a Halifax had two fights, one with a

junkers 66 mid the other with a Me.l09

The battle Ith the junkers began at 300 yards and- continued v
f r scree time

while the enemy got closer and closer, but it ended at last with a I n;: burst from

the Halifax's rear gunner and a violent flash of light in the air where the enety
had last been seen.

As for the Me. it was caught against the noon and two short bursts made

it dive headlong below the bomber* The rear gunner had seen his bullets curt

cutting into the enemy.

After celebrating Sunday as polish National day at their aerodrome,
crews from a polish Wellington squadron were out on this, as on many recent

attacks.

This particular squadron had been in throe cut of the four raids on Rostock.

Over Hamburg one of their wellingtons was badly knocked about by the barrage,
but the crew completed their bombing and brought their aircraft safely home

with many holes in it.

AtSt. Nazaire yet another link in Germany's U-boat organisation was attacked,
for this is one of the most important of the submarine bases on the Atlantic
coast of prance. The weather there was reported favourable and the sky clear.

Polish airmen were also in this attack


